**Flashlight, LED Fixations with Patch Cat Family Fixations**

**Fixation Set of Mr Frog and Eye Ball with Magnets to put anywhere**

These guys will light up your Pediatric Exams and make lots of fun. Mr Frog is from the The Adventures of Patch Cat and Strabismouse by J Snow, CO Illustrated by Sheena Hisiro. He brings great fun either off or with his blinking LED’s turned on. You can put his washer anywhere with the double sided tape provided then his magnet holds him up wherever you put him: on the wall, on an instrument like your retinoscope or your occluder. Just turn the back and his LED lights start flashing in a circular motion.

The realistic eye ball works in the same manner. Twist the back and the LED’s light up. What is more appropriate than a eye ball fixation when you are AT THE EYE DOCTOR? Comes with the same type of washer with the double sided tape to fasten anywhere.

**Stick Mounted Mr Frog and Realistic Eye Ball**

Both Mr Frog and the Eye Ball are mounted on a 4 inch occluder stick. With a flick of the wrist you can go from one exciting figure to to the other. Or take one off and the stick becomes a mini-occluder. Twist the back of either figure and the LED lights start to rotate. Uses hearing aid type batteries readily available at any pharmacy or from Richmond Products.com. Comes in an easy to store box.

© Patch Cat characters used with permission of Sheen Hisiro
Clip-on Collar Fixations

Clip-on Fixations come as a set for lots of variety. Clip them to your collar, blouse or shirt to keep the child’s attention. Every set includes a lenticular such as the butterfly to caterpillar, the large farm animal such as the cow who “moos” when squeezed and several smaller super friendly clips like the purple frog and black cat. Each set also includes an LED clip-on Mr Frog. Mr Frog is a key player in the The Adventures of Patch Cat and Strabismouse by J Snow, CO Illustrated by Sheena Hisiro. He brings great fun either off or with his blinking LED’s turned on. The actual clip-ons may vary from those shown.

6872R Bag of Five Clip-on Fixations

Obviously no one would wear all these guys at the same time but any one of them can help make a pediatric exam FUN!

Flashing Light Fixations

Flashing Fixation Stars with long lasting Lithium batteries. Stars strobe red then blue. They can be handheld or attached with tape or magnet to any object. Set includes three (3) Flashing Stars with 9mm magnetic disks and double sided tape for mounting. Can attach to Retinoscopes or Ophthalmoscopes. Just twist to turn on/off.

4890R Fixation Stars (3)
4967R Replacement batteries (Qty 4)

Flashing Smiley Faces with long lasting Lithium batteries light up yellow and blue around the face. They can be handheld or attached with tape or magnet to any object. Set includes two (2) Flashing Smiley Faces with 9mm magnetic disks and double sided tape for mounting. Faces are 30 mm in diameter. Attaches to Retinoscopes or Ophthalmoscopes. Just twist to turn on/off.

5339R Pair Flashing Faces
4967R Replacement batteries (Qty 4)

Lighted Thumb

Great fun. A sell-out at ASCRS and AAPOS! This rubber thumb lights when you press on the tip allowing lots of magical motions. Keeps children fascinated. They can also press the finger tip and cause the thumb to glow red. Battery is long lasting but cannot be replaced.

5900R Lighted Thumb

Flexible LED Fixation Light with Red Laser

Flexible LED Fixation Light with Red Laser Pointer and Magnetic Base with On/Off button for each. Multifunctional design allows for a variety of uses. Bright white LED light with flexible head is easily adjustable. Red laser pointer can be utilized for pointing at distant objects. Strong magnetic base allows you to place it on any magnetic surface.


6561R Flexible LED Light with Red Laser Pointer
Fun Colorful Exam Toys

Bag of Toys 1
• For your youngest patients
• Six toys included
• Many noisemakers

This bag of toys will help you bring fun to your pediatric exams. Lets you keep changing the activity to avoid losing the child’s attention. Put them in a convenient drawer to whip out for lots of surprise. Note: Specific selection of toys may vary from those shown due to availability, but will be similar.

Most toys are noisemakers or lighted. The tiger flapper clicks when shaken. The hedgehog squeaks when squeezed.

5514R Bag of Toys 1
911401 Spinning Star (only)

Bag of Toys 3

Our latest Bag of Toys 3 features even more fun and flashing blinking lights. Plus, it includes the very popular mini-spinner! Bag includes a rubber ducky, finger puppet, and hand puppet. The flashing hand also clicks when waved providing both rotating lights and noise. The 4 mm diameter clip-on LED light can be used many ways. It turns on with a simple twist. The clip is spring-loaded and has a silicon button so it will stay in place most anywhere you can clip it on. Batteries are simple to replace in both the mini-spinner and the Clip-on LED light. Again, lots of toys let you keep changing the activity to avoid losing the child’s attention.

Note: Specific selection of toys may vary from those shown due to availability, but will be similar.

5914R Bag of Toys 3

Mini-Spinners or Lapel Clip-on LED’s - available separately

From the Bag of Toys 3, we offer two of the items separately:

The Mini-Spinner is only 4 inches (10 cm) tall with a 1 1/2 inch (37 mm) globe where the blue, red and yellow LED’s spin. Light pattern changes as ball spins. The button must be held down for the lights to light and the ball to spin. Runs for a long time on three LR44 hearing aid batteries. Instructions for battery replacement included. Note: Colors may vary.

5915R Pair of Mini-spinners

Lapel Clip-on LED’s - available separately

The Lapel Clip-on LED provides a very focused fixation target. Twists on to work. Spring-loaded back has silicon button to hold fast. Each uses two AG3 watch batteries. Size: 4 mm diameter. Blinks Red then Green.

6046R Lapel Clip-on LED - package of 3

These LED Lighted Spinners work great to keep younger children’s attention!
Patch Cat™ Fixation Sticks
with LEA Symbols and Numbers

Patch Cat™ Fixation Sticks are printed on both sides on durable plastic and provide a host of features to keep the attention and test younger children. Patch Cat figures are from The Adventures of Patch Cat and Strabismouse Booklet by J Snow, CO Illustrated by Sheena Hisiro.

Stick 1 shows larger versions of Mr. Frog and the beautiful mouse, Amblyopia. Both are wearing patches to encourage children recommended for patching. Six lines of Lea Symbols and Lea Numbers are offered from 20/100 to 20/32. Stick 2 shows smaller fully detailed images of Patch Cat and Strabismouse along with six lines each of Sloan letters and Landolt C’s from 20/100 to 20/32. Stick 2 also provides 6 words in English and 6 additional words in Spanish. Finally, Stick 3 shows more small colorful figures including Patch Cat eating watermelon, Strabismouse with Mr. Ant, Eye Doctor Otter and Wise Old Owl. Stick 3 also provides a block of 20/20 letters as well as 3 very small accommodation or fixation figures (bell, dog and the number 5). Sticks are 1 3/8 by 5 3/4 inches.

© Patch Cat characters used with permission of Sheen Hisiro. Lea Symbols licensed by VISTEST.

6871R Set of 3 Patch Cat Fixation Sticks
Clip-on Fixations come as a set for lots of variety. Clip them to your collar, blouse or shirt to keep the child’s attention. Every set includes a lenticular such as the butterfly to caterpillar, the large farm animal such as the cow who “moos” when squeezed and several smaller super friendly clips like the purple frog and black cat. Each set also includes an LED clip-on Mr Frog. Mr Frog is a key player in the The Adventures of Patch Cat and Strabismouse by J Snow, CO Illustrated by Sheena Hisiro. He brings great fun either off or with his blinking LED’s turned on. The actual clip-ons may vary from those shown.

6872R Bag of Five Clip-on Fixations